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Introduction
This project examines the development of a computerized database with online
access for StaffWorks, Inc. The project utilizes Unified Modeling Language (UML)
models and tools to articulate the scope, purpose, and benefits of the new database.
StaffWorks, Inc. is currently operating with an inefficient system of creating and
storing applications. Candidates currently have to come to the office and fill out a paperbased application. Completed applications are stored in the candidate's file, and filed
away for later use. There is a huge opportunity for optimization of this system in order to
be more efficient. Many benefits come from switching from a paper-based system to a
computerized system that allows online data entry. Overall, the underlying purpose of
this project is to save a substantial amount of time through the utilization of technology.
The first section provides a Review of the Research Problem and Challenges
presented. Migration of currently manual business processes, such as those found at
StaffWorks, present a number of challenges. This section explains the current problems
as well as describes what needs to be built to address them.
The second section provides the Scope and the Aims of the Project. This section
explains how the business-specific needs of an organization like StaffW"orks can be
addressed using generic analysis and design tools and techniques to develop a solution to
a business problem. This section describes potential approaches and tools to solve this
problem as well as justifies the choices made.
The third section, Project Design, is illustrated using a series of models that were
developed using the Unified Modeling Language (UML). The section presents a number
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of models or 'views' of the business problem which are used to outline the design of an
information system that provides a solution.
The fourth section, Project Implementation, shows mock-ups of the interfaces that
were created. It includes commentary about how the UML models created were used in
the design and planning of the solution.
The fifth section, Discussion, displays the screenshots from the actual Access and
web-based interfaces. It provides commentary about how the interface looks. In
addition, it covers the opportunities and limitations of the solution.
The final section, Conclusion, reviews how the problem was solved. The
conclusion also provides commentary on whether or not a similar approach could be used
in another business scenario.

Review of the Research Problem and Challenges
'
There are two separate challenges faced by StaffWorks. The first is migration
from a paper based to a computer based application process. The second is migration
from in-house to web-based access to the application process and associated documents.
The scope of this solution includes StaftWorks' current application process, applicant
filing system, as well as client files.
The purpose of the solution is to save time. This will allow StaffWorlcs
employees to spend more time working on other aspects of the recruitment process. In
the end, it will save the company money, while at the same time allowing the employees
to spend more time on revenue gaining activities, rather than on paperwork.
To address the first problem a database needs to be built. A computerized
database will store all ofStaftWorks' candidates and clients together in an easy to use
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and intuitive program. Adding candidates and clients to the database will be a relatively
simple process. Updating the records will be uncomplicated as well. The information
held in the database will be secure and inaccessible from the website form.
To address the second problem, a webaddition of online access will allow candidates to add themselves to StaffWorks' database
from any web browser in the world. This will also remove a significant amount of the
time required for each applicant during the interview process.

Scope and Aims of the Project
There are a few choices StaflWorks has regarding this situation. The frrst choice
is to change nothing. StaffWorks can remain at the status-quo and make no changes.
The second is they ~an opt to change to a database solution without an online option. The
third is to change to an online database solution.
Microsoft Access is the most popular choice for a small business looking for a
database that does not operate online. Access is a very popular program for smaller
companies due to the significantly cheaper cost as well as a much quicker design and
implementation period. This is as opposed to a much larger database implementation that
would be used in an enterprise solution. A larger database implementation, like a
PeopleSoft, SQL server or Oracle database, is more commonly used as an enterprise
solution as the cost is not justifiable in a small business setting.
There are also different options available for a web-based solution. For the server
portion, the options are the same as the database solution without an online option. You
have Access, SQL server, PeopleSoft, and Oracle as the choices. Again, the same
constraints with cost and speed of implementation come into play.
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For the internet portion of the website, there are a few choices for a server
language as well. Server language means the language that is used to create an
interactive webpage. The two main choices for this are Microsoft's Active Server Pages,
or ASP, and Sun's Java Server Pages, or JSP. The main difference between the two is
that ASP limits you to working on Microsoft platforms. Microsoft platforms means all
the different versions of Windows (XP, NT, 95, 98, etc.) While the majority ofusers do
use Microsoft's Windows operating system, many do not.
The plan I propose is to create an online database using Microsoft Access as the
database and Sun's Java Server Pages as the server language.

An online database includes all the benefits of the non-online database and adds
the very useful ability of allowing the user to complete the application without being
physically in the office at the time. This will shave countless hours off the amount of
'

time applicants must spend on-site, thus allowing the company to interview more
applicants in the same amount of time, or have more time to work on other aspects of the
recruitment process. Having an online database also eliminates the process of faxing
applications to candidates that are not local since they can open up any web browser and
load the application.
The database will also save the company a lot of time when searching for a
candidate. Say an employee needs to find Mary Smith's phone number. In the old
system, the employee would have to go to the filing cabinets and fmd her file. In the new
system, an employee can simply search by her first or last name and the phone number
will appear on the screen along with the rest of her application, all in a neat and easy to
read format.
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An Access database is the logical choice price wise. For a small business, it
would not be worth it to pay for an Oracle database solution. Microsoft Access however
is not ocly significantly cheaper, but also in Sta.ffW"orks' case, it is free. Sta.ffW"orks'
computers already have a version of Microsoft Access installed since it came with the
Microsoft Office package Sta.ffW"orks purchased. This makes the software cost for
Access an even better deal.
Another reason for an Access database is the ability to modify, update, or redesign the database in the future. Finding someone who is able to do that with a
Microsoft Access database is substantially easier then finding someone who has the
ability to modify an Oracle database. Since it is a more common program, and taught in
many Universities, the potential pool of people who could assist StafiWorks with any
problems is much larger.
I

The choice of JSP (Java Server Pages) over ASP (Active Server Pages) is logical
as well. Using ASP would exclude anyone who uses the Mac operating system, UNIX,
Linux or OS/2 from entering an application. The amount of people using these operating
systems is not high, but when the only relevant difference between the two choices is
choice A will make StaffWorks' software not work for 1% of StafiWorks' customers,
and choice B will, it is only logical to choose choice B.
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.Project Design
(<interface»
Page 1; Welcome
+Start Application()

\]__

«interface»
Page 2: Contact lnfonnation
+Next Page()
+Clear Form()
+Exit()

«interface»
Page 8: Thank You

~

+Exit to Home Page()
l

G
«interface»
Page 3: Education lnfonnation
+Previous Page()
+Next Page()
+Clear Form()
+Exit()

«interface»
Page 7: Legal Disclaimer

~

+Previous Page()
+Submit Application()
+Clear Form()
+Exit()

1'7 ~
«interface»
Page 4: Job Skills and Salary lnfonnation

~~

+Previous Page()
+Next Page()
+Clear Form()
+Exit()

1

«interface,.
Page 5: Work Experience and References
+Previous Page()
+Next Page()
+Clear Form()
+Exit()
--- -- ----

~

+Previous Page()
+Next Page()
+Clear Form()
+Exit()

.....
~

~-- -

---

1'7
«interface»
Page 6: Criminal -History and Citizenship
lnfonnation
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The interface structure diagram is a way to map out the online interface. The
diagram shows how the pages are related and what pages are linked. It also lists the
buttons. that are available on the page. It shows the system in terms of what the online
user sees when they are interacting with it as well as the path they would navigate
through the system.
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A use case model helps to defme the purpose of the system. It helps by deftning
who will be using the system as well as what they will be using it for. This helps to
create goals for the project. It shows the business solution in terms of the actors who
would be interacting with it and the actions they would take.

Use Case Descriptions
Add Candidate Information: The process of entering a candidate into the database.
This could be done one of two ways. First, the candidate could submit himself or herself
using the online form. Secondly, a recruiter could manually enter them into the Access
database.
Action

Response

1a. Candidate submits himself or herself

1. Application is added into the Access

using the online form.

database.

1b. Recruiter manually enters a candidate
into the Access database.
-

Update Candidate Information: This is the process of a recruiter changing or updating
a portion of a candidate's application in the Access database.
Action

Response

1a. Recruiter changes a portion of a

1. Application is updated in the Access

candidate's application in the Access

database.

database
1b. Recruiter updates a portion of a
candidate's application in the database

L_
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Search for Candidate(s): This is the process of a recruiter searching for a candidate or
candiruites. The search could be performed using any of the fields in the application.
The process will most likely be done by searching for specific name or skill set.
Action

Response

1. Search performed using any of the fields

1a. Display first record with matching

in the application. The process will most

criteria

likely be done by searching for specific

1b. No records matching the criteria found

name or skill set

2a. Display next matching record or

2. Request next matching record

indicate no more records found
2b. Revise criteria or abandon search

Add Candidate Activity: This is the process of adding activity to a candidate' s database
file. The date the candidate comes in to interview and any scores they receive on testing
would be recorded here. If the candidate is submitted to a client, that too would be
recorded here along with the date. In addition, any response from the client regarding
this candidate, interviews they schedule with him or her, and results thereof would be
added.
Action

Response

1. Add activity to candidate record

1. Candidate record is updated in database
with new activity.

-

-

- - -- - -

-- -
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I

Add Client Information: 1b.is is the process of a recruiter entering a client into the
database. Whenever a company is contacted to see if they could use recruiting services,
their naine and information would be added here to prevent calling them again
unnecessarily. All clients with whom StaflWorlcs does business would be placed here.
This would allow employees to be able to look up information easily about a client so
they may contact them quickly.
Action

Response

1. Recruiter enters a client into the database

1. Database record is updated with the new
Client.

Update Client Infonna~on: This is the process of a recruiter changing or updating a
portion of a client's record in the Access database.
Action

Response

1a. Recruiter changes a portion of a client's

1. Database record is updated with the

record in the Access database.

changes.

1b. Recruiter updates a portion of a client's
record in the Access database.

Add Client Activity: This is the process of adding activity to a client's file. All contact

.

with a client would be included here. It would include initial contacts as well as job
orders, placements, or even simply a note that a Christmas card was sent to this client.
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Action

Response

1. Add activity to a client record.

1. Database is updated with new client
activity.

I
Submit Candidate to Client: If the recruiter considers a candidate to be a match for a
position, they will submit the candidate to the client. The candidate' s information is sent
to the client via the client's preferred means of communication.
Action

Response

1. Send candidate to client

1. Database updated to reflect that the
candidate has been sent to a specific client

The purpose of u~e case descriptions is again to help define the purpose of the
system. It allows the description of actions the user would take and the appropriate
responses expected from the system. It also allows for elaboration on the actions of the
actors in order to give a more thorough analysis of what the actor' s interaction with the
system would be. It displays the solution of the system in more depth than the Use Case
diagram by expanding on the actions the actors take and the system's responses.
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0..•

cEntity•
Client Activity
-Client Number : Integer
-Date : Date
-Client Activity : String
+addCiientActivity()
+getCiieniActMty()
+updateCiientAc:tivity()
+deleteCiientAc:tivity()

0.. 1

cEntity•

~

o..•

Recrultlr
Record Number : Integer
Firtt Name: String
-Laat Neme : String
Addrell : Sbing
City: String
~tale: String
-Zip : String
Phone tl : String
1-ceu 11 : String
Work tl : Sbing
l..o...
Work Extension : String 1'9'
0.. 1
Fax II : String
Paget : String
EmeHAddress : String
Soda! Security t1 : String
Signature : Boolean
Datemme : Date
Notes : String
l+eddRecruiter()
+geiRec:runer()

Recruits
0..•

j+updateRec:ru~r()

l+deleteRec:runer{)

<I
cEntity•

'

Job Dlecrlpllona
Job Type : Sbing
!-Job Desalption : String
addJobDesaiption()

o..•

Is Looking for
a Position as
a

o..•

Has
Experience
\Nith

o..•

Performs

0.. 1

~eUolbDesaiptionO

updateJobDesaiption()
daleteJobDesaiption()
cEntity•
Software
j-Sollware TiHe : String
l+addSoftware()
t+getSoftware()
updateSoftware()
deleteSoftware()
cEntity•
Candidate Activity
-Candidate Number : lntegl!f
-Date : Date
-Candidate Activity : String
l+addCandidateActMty()
+geiCandidateAc:tivity()
+updateCandidateActivily()
+deleteCandidateAc:tivity()

..._.

o..•

<I

o..•

-....

Performs

0.. 1

cEntity•
Candldlte
Candidate Number: Integer
-Firat Name : String
-Last Name : String
-Address : String
City : String
-State : String
Zip : String
Phone t : String
Celltl : String
Work t1 : Sbing
Work Extension : String
Fax II : String
Page II : String
Email Addreaa : String
Social Security II : String
Perm : Boolean
Temp to Perm : Boolean
Temp Work: Boolean
Car : Boolean
Security Clearance : Boolean
-Tampa: Boolean
-Ciearwatl!f : Boolean
Saint Petersburg : Boolean
-Sarasota : Boolean
-Bradenton : Boolean
-Largo : Boolean
-High School : String
College : String
!-Graduate School : String
Job Skills : String
Other Skilla : String
-Salary Desired : String
Work Experience 1 : String
Work Experience 2 : String
Work Experience 3 : String
-Reference 1 : String
Reference 2 : String
-Reference 3 : String
Felony : Boolean
Felony : String
-Misdemeanor: Boolean
Misdemeanor : String
Nolo Contendere : Boolean
-Nolo Contendere : String
Adjudication of Guitt : Boolean
AdjudlcatJon of Gui~ : String
-Citizen : Boolean
Signature : Boolean
Date/Time : Date
-Notea: String
Statua : String
addCandldate()
+getCandidate()
+updateCandldate()
l+deleteCandidate()

cEntity•
Client
-Record Number : Integer
-Company Name : String
Lrontact Name : String
Phone tl : String
-Extension : String
-Fax# : String
-Email : String
-Mail Addreaa : String
-Mail City : String
-Mail State : String
-Mail Zip : String
-Bill Addreaa : String
-Bill City : String
-Bill State : String
-Bill Zip : String
-Recru~l!f : Sbing
-Notes : String
+addCiient()
+getCiient()
+updateCiient()
+deleleCiient()

o.. •
I>

Is
Submitted
to
o..•

III=

-Cliss=Jliagra.J#fiif=Slif-fWil[k~~
---·- -- - --~005=_________,__

·-
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A class diagram helps to define the entities in the system. It displays the
relationships between those entities as well what attributes are known about them. This
is espeCially helpful in designing the database portion of the system by showing what
information needs to be stored by the system and how it is related. It displays the
business solution in terms of the information involved as well as the way the information
is related.

Project Implementation
Mock-up of Access Graphical User Interface: Candidate
Note: The Access form would be contiguous.
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"'-

Dote

I
Fi;stName
Lasl Name
Address!
Address2

r--------------------. . . . -·
....

Cily

Slate.·
Pitone'
Cel"

r - !?.'PJ

Work'

..------------

Fax'

r
r
r
r
r

Stai11s:

I
. F".nd. -...I

I want a Perm Job.
I wiD Temp to Perm
I wiN Temp/Consult
I have an active Security Clearance

~and~-:

Enfe.;NI/l'l¥

Candidate

I own a Car
Of the following local cities. place a
check next to the ones you would be
willing to work in.

I Ext

I~

-

Pager'
Ema1l
Social Security'

r
r
r
r
r
r

Tampa
Clearwater
Saint Petersburg
Sarasota
Bradenton
Largo

Education including DEGREE TYPE. MAJOR. DATES. GPA.
SCHOOL/UNIV. -· one degree per box

Select Careers of Interest- Select as many as apply

.t.l'

Select the OS J Software _you have
knowlege of or Certifications you have-Select ac many ac apply
~-

Job Match Criteria-- use the above to add entries. do not manually edit
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Mise Skills- not covered in the above selections

Salar.r Desired? enter an exact value 01 a range plus
the period (!'early. hourl11. etc)

\llork Experience (most recent first). include JOB TITLE.
CITY/STATE. TEMP/PERM. JOB DESCRIPTION. DATE (FROM-TO).
COMPANY. SUPERVISOR/PHONE It SALARY. and REASON FOR
LEAVING-- one job Pef b011. List only the last 3{three) jobs.

Employer Reference Information: Please list 3 (Three) References:
please include NAME. TITLE. COMPANY NAME. PHONE A. and
DEPARTMENT

Have you ever been convicted of a felony?
(" Yes
(" No
If Yes. please provide date of conviction and explanation below

Have you ever been convicted of a felony or a first degree misdemeanor?
r Yes
r No
If Yes. please provide date of conviction. charges. and where convicted
below
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Have you ever pled nolo contendere or pled guilty to a crime which is a felony or a
first degree misdemeanor?
r Y~s
r · No
If Yes. please provide date of convic tion. c harges. and where convicted
below

Have you ever had the adjudication of guilt withheld to a crime which is a felony or a
first degree misdemeanor?
('Yes
r No
If Yes. please provide date. charges. and location

ARE YOU A U.S CITIZEN OR ARE YOU LEGALLY AUTHORIZED TO WORK IN THE U.S.?
rYes

('No
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Mock-up of Access Graphical User Interface: Client

..Y· ·
·,#61

JT., •
•

sra~k~ E.J"Zc:.

IAOomoNAL INFORMATION ~

CmnpanJ N -: I

C~NUM: r---------------~-----Phonel:
Ful:
E•ail:

Ext:

Nail Add!ns:

r-

-

CitJ Stete Zip: ,
BiR Addreac:
i---~------------CilJ Stale Zip: .

. _. .

Re~mMJ~----~~~---------~~~
--.
Activ~v

Date

'}lr~;••

.

· --- - -- -·· --

';
l

•:
·!· '

•
.;

F'lnd ~ieni

Candidate

i:

I

Enter

N~~ Clfent' ]

i

1.---- -~------···-·· -·--~·----- -·-···-- -1

~~:~~ on:~DI

tr .~.®Et qf

1· . -

ro.nl:: I

w~ Forli~'.:',. l

The class diagram is largely represented in the Access portion of the database.
For example, the fields shown in the main portion of the Access mock-up are based on
the information that the class diagram helped to determine was necessary to collect about
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the candidate. The use case diagrams guided what the Access system should do and what
the goals of the system were. The use case descriptions helped to determine what the
system;s appropriate response would be to the actor' s actions.
Mock-up of Web Based Graphical User Interface
Page 1: Welcome

Welcome to StaffWorks. Thank you for providing us the opportunity to
help you with your job search .
The following .,is fin employment application. Submitted tipplications will
be sent immediately to StaffWorks.
Please be detailed, yet concise .

When you are ready please click open application a nd
beqin the application process .

. t: t~;;~%r-Jtfiiiji~~~,.~~~r:?:~#l~i;:
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Page 2: Contact Information

First Name
last Name
Addressl
Address2

City
State:
Phone#
Cell#

i. . -... ·i:i~= -·L...

...

L. .. . . .:...

r ............. . . . . .

Ext

Work#

Fax#
Pager#
Email

.-

.

:

Social Security I

'·.· <:'rd;'',~'~le~ff~g~;:,(.;/(\}~!~;''~'1

~~: ~ ·,~~~ .L"~~~·f~g~/· .:<:\ ·

·.I
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Page 3: Education Information

Place a check next to anJ of the
following boxes that accwately describe
you:

0
0
0
0
0

I want a Penn Job.
I wil Temp to Per..
I wil Temp/Concult
I have an active Security Clearance
I own a Car

Of the following local citiN. place a
check next to the ones you would be
willing to wodt in.

0
0
0
D
0

Saint Petersburg

0

Largo

Tampa
Clearwater
Sarasota
Bradenton

Please enter yow Education lnforl8ation. Include DEGREE TYPE.
MAJOR. DATES. GPA. SCHOOL/UNIV. -one degree per box

I..
~-

~

~

..

.,. ·N~-.· fi~g~ :·

.. >'', J
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Page 4: Job Skills and Salary Information

.W

sr~~rks;I~c:

Jl

Select Careers of Interest- Select as many •

apply

~:

Select the OS I Software JOU have
knowlege of or Certifications you have-Select as many as apply

[

,j :

Job Natch Criteria-- use the above to add enlriea. do not manually edit

Nisc SkiUs-- not covered'•in the above selections

Salar)l Desifed? enter an exact value or a range plus
the period ()!early, hourly, etc)

. ptevio~. Page/

;:>(:}~i

·-: ., ~~~ P.a~-;?L:'.
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Page 5: Work Experience and References

·1¥MI
~r Jll- 411

~rc:zff~rk£ 17--zc.
. .
,"'W
" GI/Jfl
.~:.

_.;

.'.:6

,r;,rfl21! itl!ifJ/1'

lii-it'1iV

~

Work Experience (most recent first). include JOB TITlE.
CITY/STATE. TEMP/PERM. JOB DESCRIPTION. DATE (FROM-TO).
COMPANY. SUPERVISOR/PHONE a. SAlARY. and REASON FOR
LEAVING-- one job per box. list only the last 3 jobs.

_.s/
~~f
~~~

..

Employer Reference Information: Please list 3 References: please
include NAME. TITLE. COMPANY NAME. PHONE B. and
DEPARTMENT

c.:C'· · • •,.

Pre~io~~p~~~:~"~;<:.·,~

·I

' · · :· (:~~r p4'ge·.<: '"~, ~;~'~...

N.ext Page:' . -~ . . ··

'

f

;_:~.J
"'
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Page 6: Criminal History and Citizenship Information

Have you ever been convicted of a felony?
C' Yes
C' No
If Yes. plea:se provide dale of conviction and explanation below
)~..~

Have you ever been convicted of a felony or a first degree misdemeanor?
C"': Yes

C' No

If Yes. please provide date of conviction. charges. and where convicted
below

Have you ever pled nolo contendere or pled guilty to a crime which is a felony or a
first degree misdemeanor?
r Yes
C' No
If Yes. please provide date of conviction. cha rges. and where convicted

below

Have you ever had the adjudication of guilt withheld to a crime which is a felony or a
first degree misdemeanor?
r Yes
r.. No
If Yes. please provide date. charges. and location

ARE YOU A U.S CITIZEN OR ARE YOU LEGALLV AUTHORIZED TO WORK IN THE U.S.?
OYes

ONo

....'' f&e~~·P.· ,:·_t; :~~: .~' J

·. .· .·ClearJ~
'. '·'·'· ...• c.":
.~/,. ··,,·J
··~<:,,""·'·"' ., .

N~~a!l&.:..
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page 7: Legal Disclaimer

I understand that I em ~for tempor5}1/pennanent work and each p111ty is free to terminate my employment at any time. I
understand that my employment is based on the llt1hfulness ol ~ application I authorize my former employer lo disclose any
infonnation to StaffWorka, Inc. to help evaluate me as a potential employee. I agree that tm information ~be released to you
or prospective employers, and I herby releace Slalf\N01ks, Inc. and~ former employers from ar&~ liability !01 damagea atweiated
with these daclosures. I understand thalli am accepted for employrne~ and placed on temporal}! assignment by StaiiWorks,
Inc., I wil be an employee of SlaffWorks, Inc. After each assignment I c1g1ee to notify Slaff\.llorks, Inc. of my availability; w~hout
notification, SteffWorka, Inc. may MSliT\8 I have fcn.rd other employmn and am not available for work. I under;tand the
payment of my wages is contingent upon my returning a time meet lo SlafiWorks, Inc. which has been signed b, the client and
me. I understand thai I camel accept an offer of ernplo~ from a clie~ that StaffWorks has Plesented my resume with<:U the
consent and authorization of StaffWorks, Inc. I agree and aiJhorize a background check and/or ~ug testing as a condition ol
employment. I certify that an information it true and accurate and thai I have read and uncler;tand the llbove agreement.

I agree to the terms and conditions as stated above:

C I AGREE

»>ti$@$h)iei,1j&'tip!fl;~

·I

~ ;5· :{~+<\{~{t.'~ -~~il·tWlfs;it-:'~~{Y~;' l

J
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Page 8: Thank You

Thank you for completing the application. Your application has been
received successfully. One of our recruiters will be contacting you shortly to
set up an interview if one is not already scheduled.

c-\;.·,: 1 fiet~ffii~~ PeM(rf~?il~~~.~~:l
The interface structure diagram was used to guide the design of the pages. It
helped by planning how the pages would be related and what pages were linked together.
The diagram also specified what buttons should appear on each page. The class diagram
helped to determine what fields should appear on the pages by determining what
information was required to be collected about the candidate. The use case diagram and
descriptions helped to determine what the system should do and what the appropriate
responses to the actor' s actions were.
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Date
Status:

Aist Nome C
I
Lost Nome [ - - - · - - - - - - - ' ]
Address!
· ~
Adthess2 L_:==J
Q~
[
~

C

Sl6le:

Phone,

2ip:

E:

r-----

Cell'

[

Work'

[

F11X'
Pttger'
Emo1l

I

·~

[ ] I want

0

a Penn Job.

I wit Temp to Perm

l

. c~~.;·.

[ ~::~ )
Of lhe folowing local cities. place a
check neat to the ones you would be
willing to work in.

r:JI own a Car

.J
J

CJ

!=:=
I

[_

[ .. Flf'ld .;;. :

EJ I have an active Security Clearance

r

Soci~l Secu11~'

J

t_: !';:;_~~;~j}'.l ~

1[1 I wil TempJConsult

J Exl

[

[Active_ _

EJ Tampa
0 Clearwater
0 Saint Petersburg
E'J Sarasota
[J Bradenton

_
·-- - - -_
-

·~

J

0

Largo

Education including DEGREE TYPE. NAJOR. OATES. GPA.
SCHOOUUNIV. -- one degree pet box

------------

_-

--------

~
------]

-·-==--

_ ----====--=---=-===-------- --··----

-

-~-===-----"_l

Select the OS I Software you have

Select Careera of Interest· Select at many as appi.J

r-

------~

knowlege of 01 Certifications you have-·
Select as many as applp
r-

·
--·--J
C

-~

~

Job Match Criteria- use the above to add enlrie$, do not manually edit

------·- ---------
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Mise Skills·· not covered in the above selections

Salary Desifed? enter an exact value or a range plus
the period (,early. hourly. etc)

c==

_]

Work Experience (moat recent first). include JOB TITLE.
CITY/STATE. TEMP/PERM. JOB DESCRIPTION. DATE (FROM-TO).
COMPANY. SUPERVISOR/PHONE 8. SALARY. and REASON FOR
LEAVING -- one job pet' box. List only the last 3(three) jobs.

I

L

_____________________]

Employer Reference Information: Pleaae list 3 (Three) References:
please include NAME. TITLE. COMPANY NAME. PHONE 1t and
DEPARTMENT

c

C ___

~
~

I
Have you ever been convicted of a felony?

[. 0 Y~-~ - --0 N.;··- i

- --- ---·- ·-----)
If Yes. please provide dale of conviction and explanation below

Have you ever been convicted of a. felony or a first degree misdemeo.nor?

c_g_-v;;;~=Q ·~i~J
It Ye•. please provide date of conviction. charges. and where convicted
below

c-·

-----···--·--- · - - - - -·-----·-·------··--·-·--------- · -]

Have you ever pled nolo contendere or pled guilty to a crime which is a felony or a
first degree misdemeanor?
OYes
C>No
i

·-- ---------··-···--·---·-·-.. ,
l - - -----··---·- ___;

If Yes. please provide date of conviction. chargM. and where convicted
below
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Have you ever had the adjudication of guilt withheld to a crime which is a felony or a
first degree misdemeanor?

f--0

Yes·----0-N.; --- -~

'--~-------~--

11 Yes. please provide date. charges. and location

--------------------------------------------,
ARE YOU A U.S CmZEN OR ARE YOU LEGALLY AUTHORIZED TO WORK IN THE U.S.?
:·--ov-;;;;--o-N~ ---~

"'-----··-- ·------ --·----·-

NOTES:

I

L

_j
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The access interface was designed to be clean, clear, and efficient. It was
designed to be clean from any non-essential information or designs that would prove only
to distract from the information being displayed. It was designed to be clear. The color
scheme chosen, largely blue lettering on a solid white background was created to be plain
as well as active and alive. Rather than a drab interface with black letters on a white
background, the blue brightens the page up while at the same time not being distracting.
The items are all spaced out so that the page does not appear cluttered. Finally, the
interface is efficient. It allows the recruiters to see all the information on a candidate in
an easy to read format that allows them to get the information they need quickly.
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StaffW orks Application
Wela~me to SteffWorks. Thank you for providing us the opportunity to help
you with your job search.

The following Is an employment application. Submitted applications will be
sent immediately to StaffWorks.
Please be detailed, yet condse. Please do NOT use your browser's back or
forward buttons. Instead, please use the bock and forward buttons on the
application . .
You must have a~okles enabled to a~mplete this application.
When you ore ready, simply click Open Application to begin the application
process.

Op en Application
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StaffWorks Application: Page 1 of 6
First
Name:*
Last
Name:*

Address
1:

Address

2:

I, ,_,

City:
State:

Zip:

~

«>:c:o;.

- ~.

1

Email:
•;:

:~

.';.).

..::- ...:
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Page 2

-:,~·-'a --~',:·~·- ~<::

* denotes required field
Note: You must enter at least one form of contact information for your application to be processed.
Exit Application
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StaffWorks Application: Page 2 of 6

High
School :
':l" .w..;t..

.---...:.......~~

~

College:
•: :~ ',i._: J,.

i-t'' ....

,, "1

-~

~

,...,

~ ,':'

..

.t_-.'

Exit Application
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StaffWorks Application; Page 3 of 6

Prtmary

Job
Skills:

Software 1
Skills:

...-.. ,

Mise
Skills:

Salary
Desired:

Exit Aoplicat1on
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StaffWorks Application : Page 4 of 6

Pte~~~- ~ntit!'~ouf~bS(:n.t&t~t w.,i-k ~)c-~.;rteb~: lndo_d,'~p~ trn..E; ~i:rY/STATE~ ..~-. _. ;;-: ~
, j'-:. ...,;;,..,

WorK
Experience TJi!f1P/P~RM.i. ~6~ D_E'fCRI~o_N; D~~ _(F~~:-T,9){ ,CO,M~~IW/ S!JPERY~SP,~(PHONE

·~~Vo,»"!'.:1"'/'al'~ FOR"'tVI"\':i/;',!i-~•),1:',)'\;, +.\ ''i;:'t.~~ •t:;. ':'~j' ; ' . .'' ' ' . ~]

Job One:

Job Two:

c

Job Three :

employer
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Exit Aoplication
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StaffWorks Application: Page 5 of 6
crimimll
History:

Ex it Application
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St<lffWorks App!ica tlo:1: Page 6 of 6

am
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Exit Aoo!jcatioo

Application Sen't

Thank you for completing the application. Your application has been
received successfully. One of our recruiters will be contacting you shortly
to set up an interview if one is not already scheduled.

Return to Home Page
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The online interface was built to be intuitive to the applicant without being
overwhelming. By separating the information on to multiple pages, it helped the
application to avoid appearing daunting at the start. The website housing the application
is colorful, yet professional. The application itself uses black lettering in order to project
the fact that it is a professional application. The fields are surrounded in a grey box to
indicate the portion of the page for user input as well as for aesthetic appeal.
The benefits of this project are numerous. Along with the significant savings of
time and money, there are additional benefits. Having a computerized database makes
backing up all candidate and client records to an off-site location simple. The value of
this feature alone is priceless to a company like StaftWorks where information is
everything.
There is also an opportunity to save money simply by using the system.

StaftWorks will no longer have to pay to print up stacks of applications every month.
Thus, the earlier the system is implemented, the more money that can be saved.
The format used for the new database is relatively common. The benefit of this is
that StaftWorks will be easily able to find someone to assist if upgrades are needed in the
future.
Opportunities from Online Access
There are many benefits to allowing the candidate to enter their application
online. First, the time saved will be substantial. By allowing the application to be
completed prior to the interview, time required for the on-site interview process is cut
down significantly. In addition, it allows candidates who are not local to complete the
application without having to fax it.
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There is also an opportunity to save money on paper products since StaffWorks
will no longer have to print up stacks of paper applications each month.
OpportUnities from a Computerized Database: Candidate Portion
Switching over from a paper-based system to a computerized system has many
advantages. The database will save the company a lot of time when searching for a
candidate. It will allow an employee to pull up almost instantly any candidate or client
record.
Editing and updating information will also be quicker. When a candidate calls to
update their address or phone number, their database record can be quickly updated.
Searching for candidates will now be possible as well. If an employee interviewed a
candidate a few weeks ago, but does not recall his or her name, it may take a significant
amount of time to find their file. On the other hand, looking through the database only at
the candidates entered in the last few weeks would significantly reduce the number of
people he or she has to review.
The database will also support the addition of notes about the candidate as well as
candidate activity. Both of these areas will only be viewable from the database itself, not
from the online interface. The reason for this is the online interface is only a front-end
that allows candidates to enter their applications themselves. Thus, candidates will not be
able to input comments about themselves into the system through the online interface.
The candidate activity section will allow the recruiter to track the activity of the candidate
directly from their application, taking the place of the notes normally kept on the front of
files and consolidating the information for easy retrieval.
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A significant portion of the clutter in the office would also be reduced. Much of
the space currently utilized for files could be used for other purposes.
Opportunities from a Computerized Database: Client Portion
Client information will also be able to be stored in the database. This will make it
easy to retrieve or update company information. Like candidates, a client can be
searched for quickly in order to pull up information. Client activity can also be stored in
order to keep track of interactions with the client.
Opportunities from a Computerized Database: General Advantages
Since the database will be computerized, it will be easy to backup and secure in
an off-site location. If a fire were to occur in the office tomorrow, all files would be lost.
A computerized Access database could easily be backed up to removable media and
stored off-site. This would effectively keep data loss and downtime to a minimum should
such an emergency occur.
Since the database format, Access, is commonly used it will be relatively
inexpensive for StaffWorks to add features or updates to the database down the road
should the need arise. This is as opposed to an enterprise level Oracle database that
carries a much steeper price tag for updates. One of the reasons for this is the availability
of qualified individuals. There is a significantly larger number of people available that
are able to modify an Access database than there are that are qualified to modify an
Oracle database. Looking at the prices of the products themselves, there is a huge
disparity. Oracle costs $6,000 to over $40,000, while Access costs only $230.
Opportunities from Additional Changes
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The online form can be changed in order to split up fields. For example, in the
educational fields, the candidate is asked to enter all of their Bachelor's degree
inforrruition in one field. If the company finds that it would be helpful to search by a
particular piece of information, that piece of information can be put in its own field. In
the case of the educational field, the school where the degree was earned could be a
separate field. This would allow the field to be easily searched or sorted by.
Additional fields can also be added, such as a "highest degree completed" field.
These fields could be added in order to facilitate easier searching of candidates by certain
attributes. In this example, it would allow searching by the candidate's highest degree
earned.
Limitations of Online Access
. There are some limitations to the new system. If the server hosting the online
application were to go down, applicants would be unable to apply. This is a significantly
mitigable risk through the choice of a competent provider. The best option is to request
Tomcat (Java Server) to be installed by the hosting provider. Failing that, a very reliable
company, TotalChoice Hosting, allows Tomcat to be hosted on their dedicated servers
that can be purchased for $79 a month. TotalChoice Hosting offers 24 hours a day/7 days
a week support. They have multiple, redundant internet connections along with backup
power supplies and generators. In addition, they have climate-controlled rooms with
electronic security systems to guard data. Network technicians are onsite 2417 as well, to
fix any problems promptly.
Some candidates may not be proficient enough with a computer to fill out the
application. In addition, events such as a power outage or system failure could leave the
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company without the ability to conduct business. It is highly recommended that
StaffWorks keep a small number of paper based applications on hand at all times incase
such situations arise. These applications would then have to be manually entered into the
database by the staff.
Other candidates may be proficient with a computer, but may not have access to
one with an internet connection to fill out the application. In such a situation, it is
recommended that they be allowed to use the testing computer StaftWorks currently has
in place to test typing skills. Opening the website from that computer, and allowing them
to fill out the application on-site, would fix such a problem. The downside to this
situation is it adds time to the on-site interview process.
There are very limited security issues with this method of online access. Internet
users will only have the ability to add applications to the database. They will not have
any way of editing, viewing, or deleting any records that are in the system from the
website. In order to avoid being inundated with applications, the application will not be
linked from any other pages on the StaftWorks website. In order to access the
application, the user will have to be given the address. This means that only the
candidates that StaffWorks employees give the address to will know about the
application.

Limitations of a Computerized Database
Candidates who have previously applied would not appear in the database unless
they are manually entered by the staff. Thus, the current paper files will most likely need
to remain on-site for reference until the candidates held therein become outdated. It is
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recommended that StaffW'orks does not go through the process of a complete back record
conversion, as it would not be an efficient use of resources. However, if back record
conversion is deemed necessary, it is recommended that StaffW'orks, Inc. hire a
temporary data entry person to enter the candidates from the previous year only.
StaffW'orks interviews approximately 300 applicants per year on site. Assuming ten
minutes to enter each record, it would take fifty hours to enter all records. Paying seven
dollars an hour, one year of records could be input by a single data entry person in seven
working days. This will come to a cost of$350.
In addition, although the system will be easy to use, it will require some brief
training. It is estimated that due to the intuitive nature of the system, that only a limited
training period will be needed. Specifically, there will be one workday set aside to go
over the complete system with everyone. There would then be on site training for the rest
of the week, to both instruct and answer questions that inevitably come up. After this
period, support would be available by phone during normal working hours and on site as
needed for the period of one year. Additional support after the period of one year can be
purchased on a case-by-case basis.
This transitional period may cause unexpected difficulties with the staff.
However, as a way to increase buy-in from the staff, as well as to create value for the
company, we will be allowing small cosmetic changes to be made by the staff. During
the week of on site instruction, staff members will be able to suggest changes to minor
details of the program in order to make the program better suit their needs. Examples of
this would be a change in a default value of a field, or a small change in layout.
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There are limited security issues with a computerized database. First, the
database will be able to be backed up offsite. Secondly, choosing a security minded host,
such as .the aforementioned TotalChoice Hosting, would greatly ensure the security of
StaffWorks' information. In addition, the database itself will have a password so only
· authorized users will be allowed to view it.

Conclusions
The business problems addressed in this project were two fold. First, to switch
Staftw'orks from a paper based application to a computerized application. Second, to add
an online extension to the application that allowed it to be submitted online. The solution
was developed using Microsoft Access as the database and Sun's Java Server Pages as
the server language. The initial design was performed using UML (Unified Modeling
Language).
This process worked well for a small company that previously had no
computerized database. However if this project was used in a different business scenario,
such as a large corporation, this solution would not work. For instance in a large
corporation, even one that previously had no computerized database, a more robust
database such as Oracle would have to be implemented in order to support both the
intended usage as well as the large number of concurrent users. Using UML would
definitely be feasible without regards to the organization's size. Java Server Pages could
be implemented in a larger organization, although they may also consider ASP,
ASP.NET or another language.
Each company would have different needs in terms of functionality. In addition,
the knowledge of the company 's employees would also play a big part. If one company
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had a nwnber of programmers proficient in ASP .NET and none proficient in JSP, such a
fact would weigh heavily on the decision. While UML, JSP and Access worked for
StaffWorks, it would not necessarily work for another given company. Functionality, the
company's knowledge, the company's size, and many other factors would all play a part

in the decision. Every company needs to choose the combination that works best for
them, not what has worked well for others.
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